




he Stirl ing Range National Park
is home to many unique plants

and animals. Some of this wildlife has

survived from the time when the range
was formed, as Australia tore away from

Antarctica some 60 mill ion years ago,
marking the end of the Gondwana
supercontinent. Since then, climatic
changes have influenced the diversity of

wildlife in the area. Much of the plant

l ife, in particular, has become isolated
in the range, due to the cooler, uretter
and windier local environments caused
by increased elevation-conditions that
are found nowhere else in the region

PAST TO PRESENT
When Australia separated from

Antarctica and began to drift towards the
Equatot and the continents moved into

their present-day positions, it is thought
that the world climate began to cool. A

deep-water channel formed around
Antarctica and the modern circumpolar
currenl developed. ellectively abandoning
Antarctica lo freeze al the South Pole
while Eurasia and North America moved

tou,ards the North Pole. As more and
more land became concentrated at high

latitudes, the increasing ice cover led to
greater surface reflectivity, cooling the
entire globe.

Plant fossils of southern Australia
indicate that, before the cooling, there
were many floral forms that are now
Iimited to cool, temperate rainforests.
These species probably persisted unti l
about 15 mill ion years ago. As
temperatures fell, the sea level dropped
and Australia's rainfall decreased,
forcing species in the south-west to

adapt to a drier climate.
By five mill ion years ago, many of

the wetlands had given way to
grasslands, allowing land animals,
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particularly mammals, to migrate.
Australia coll ided with south-east Asia,
and the exchange of flora and fauna
resulted in the introduction of snakes,
lizards and bats into the country. As
conditions became drier, the range of
many species contracted to higher
rainfall zones such as the Stirl ing
Range. The south-west develoPed a
Mediterranean climate and the flora

evolved into some of its present day
forms.

Within the last mil l ion years, in the

Quaternary period, the world's climate
has fluctuated between \\ 'arm
interglacial and cold glacial episodes.
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The world is currently experiencing an
interglacial period, since the last glacial
episode culminated about 18,000 years
ago. During glacial periods, water rs
Iocked up in ice sheets and sunlight is
reflected to space, causing low rainfall
and lower sea levels.

As the last glacial episode began
about 70,000 years ago, a land bridge
was established between Australia
and Asia through the Indonesian
Archipelago, enabling Aboriginal people
and wildlife to migrate southwards.
Tropical rainforests were restricted to
corridors, due to the extension of arid
zones. The south-west appears to have
supported diverse mammal fauna abre
to tolerate variable climatic regimes.
However, many species, including the
large mammals (megafauna), gradually
disappeared, particularly towards the end
of this glacial event. When widespread
de-glaciation began abruptly about
15,000 years ago, the wildlife had to
readjust to a warmer and wetter
environment. Sea levels rose dramatically
between 12,000 and 10,000 years ago,
but have remained relatively statrc
during the last 5,000 years.

Pollen analyses at Boggy Lake near
Donnelly River, in the lower south-west
of Western Australia, indicate that
conditions were relatively wetter about
6,000 years ago. This was followed by a

drier trend until 2,500 years ago and
again from 1,300 to about 500 years
ago, with a slightly wetter trend to
the present. Such variations would
probably have only subtly influencecl
the distribution of the flora.

TODAY'S CLIMATE
Today, the Stirling Range and the

south-west coastal fringe as a whole nas
a typical Mediterranean climate of
warm, dry sunny summers and cooi ro
mild, wet winters. This is similar to rne
climate of the Mediterranean basin,
southern California, Chile and rne
western Cape region in South Africa.
Indeed, the western Cape has many
similar plants to those in the south-
west of Western Australia, particularly
those in the Proteaceae family.

The weather of south-western
Australia is largely controlled by the
position and movement of a band of
high pressure, which is generally
orientated in an east-west direction.
This high pressure ridge separates the
easterlies to the north from the
westerlies, and moves north and south
each year in response to solar heating
from the tropics. The ridge normally
lies north of the Stirl ing Range In
winter and to the south of the range,
extending over the Great Australian
Bight, in summer. Winter westerly
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I Aboue: Low-level stratified cloud
I draping over Bluff Knoll.
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winds are maintained by low pressure
systems and associated cold fronts,
which typically pass across the south-
west several times each week at this
time of year. Gales are often
experienced with the stronger systems.

The summer weather is strongly
modulated by the position and strength
of a trough of Iow pressure that usually
extends from the Pilbara southward
along the west coast. On the eastern
side of a well-developed trough, north-
easterly winds from the interior of the
continent cause hot, dry conditions,
while cooler onshore winds occur on
the western side. Afternoon sea breezes
frequently arrive over the Stirl ing
Range from the south-east. producing
pleasant conditions and often some
cloud over the higher peaks.

Although infrequent tropical cyclones
can occur In summer and autumn, two
notable cyclones have affected the
range in the last 50 years-Alby in 1928
and Fifi in 1991. Both brought winds
from the north and north-west of
greater than 100 kilometres per hour.
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RAINFALL
Instrumental records began around

the  K ing  Ceorge Sound r t  A lbany  in
1877, then at Mount Barker in 1886.
Today, nrany rainfall stations exist in
thc  iu r round ing  lg r icu l tu ra l  reg ion .
but there are only recent rainfall
records  f rom wi th in  the  park
boundaries. The rainfall in surrounding
areas during the past 100 years
increased in the early years, but has
declined since the 1940s.

The Stirl ing Range lies between the
moist, mild areas of the south-\\ 'est,
with annual rainfall exceeding 1400
mill imetres near Northcliffe, and the
u,heat-growing areas to the north,
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where less reliable rains average around
400 mill imetres. Variation within the
park is also very high.

Rainfall averages vary greatly u'ith
elevation. Rainfall on the exposed
southern parts of the eastern peaks may
be up to twice that on the surrounding
p la ins .  The h ighcs t  annua l  ra in fa l l  i s
estimated to be about 1000 mill imetres
near Coyanarup Peak and Bluff Knoll,
with the lowest in certain rain shadows
near the northern boundary. Rainfall
varies significantly on all of the peaks,
and this is reflected in the changing
flora types.

The south west has high winter and
lo\\, summer rainfall about three

f,46ole. Snorv i.r l l  on Bluff Knoll.
I I'hoto \llln llust

I 1?/1i Sho\ry Jryi'ndn tDrgandra
llormosal on Mount Trio.
I I'hoto ,\lcr lnrn,l

quarters of the annual total falls from
May to October. Most of that is a resurt
of moist onshore flow associated rvrtn
low-pressure systems and cold fronts.
Systems bearing the most rain usually
derive their moisture from over rne
warm ocean u,aters to the north-west.

Per iods  o f  d r izz le  a re  commorr
throughout the year, especially on the
windwrrJ  s ide  o f  the  h igher  p<rks  in
the south-easterlies. Hou,ever, the
\\ 'ater droplets are restricted in therr
growth time and rainfall amounts are
not  usua l ly  s ign i f i can t .  The h igh
humidity levels of this flow and the cool
winter temperatures may explain the
presence of a species of frog on Bluff
Knoll (Pseudophrgne nicfutllsi ), which
is othent' ise found in the high rainfall
karri forests of the south $,est.

Due to rapid run off from the range,
gull ies and surrounding areas are prone
to flash flooding. Although most rainfall
occurs in the cooler months. the most
significant f loods tend to occur in the
warmer months and are associated wtth
t rop ica l  mo is tu re  sources  inc lud ing
cyclones. More frequently. deep winter-
time lows can bring heavy rains to a
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u'idespread area, and su,ampv areas on
the southern side of the eastern peitl(s
are usuall l the first k) be affected. At
such t in res .  spec tacu la r  Iu r len ts  o f
water f lo\r oiT the slopes. Notable heavy
rain events occurred in April t9l:1,
Jarruary 1918. March 19114, Ianuarl '
1939,  Apr i l  1947.  I . ' ebruarv  1955,
Januarr, 1982 and llay 1988, cau,tiDg
severe etosiorr of the lorter skrpes. Al
tl-re other e\trerre, the absence of such
ra in fa l l  p roduc ing  n techan isms can
lead k r  p lo longed per iods  o f  be low
average rainll l l .

TEMPERATURES
TenrperrtLlres van' gl'eatly throLrghout

the vear and u'ithin the parli. On arry
mounta in  )ange,  ihe le  a re  d i f fe ten t
ten ]pera tur -e  reg in tes  depend ing  on
s l r \ . J l i "n .  o  r  t ] l ; r l i ,  ' l  r .  s l tapr  " l  rn , , r rn l l in
s lopes .  t ime o f  1 ,ea l  and preva i l ing
\\ 'eathel conditions, such as cloud cover.
Average ntaxintLlnt temperatul es at
sites on the surroLrnding plains vary
fronr about 27"C in Januarv to about
l5"C in Julv, i lhile recorded extrenres
range from 47"C to about 8"C.
Mininrum temperalures vary front l l3"C
in summel to 6"C in \r, inter, rr, ith valLres
bek^l zero at lenst once a vear.

I)a),t ime temperatures on the sun
exposed northern sur'faces ar-e higher
than those elserlhere. Also, temperature
decreases i l i t l 'r lreight, so it is expected
thai the lrighest peaks are about 5"C
cooler than the surrounding plain. The
eastern peaks, in particular, are often
sh louded t , i th  lo i l  c loud,  wh ich
prevents  any  s ign i f i can t  u ,a rming
during the day.

The temperature rra1, change
dramat ica l l y ,  espec ia l l v  in  summer
w,hen hot northerlies shil i to cooler
onshore rvinds. Such cool changes ma1,
drop the temperatLlre by 15"C or more
in  a  ver ) ,  shor t  t ime.  Win ter - i ime
changes associated with cold fronts are

\
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especially hazardous. The raPid

deterioration of the weather has often
taken unwary walkers by surPrise.
Extreme changes with hail or snow may

occur several times each year. On the

higher peaks a more effective measure
of conditions, called the wind chil l

equivalent temperature, equates to -18'C

in winds of 60 kilometres per hour and
a temperature of 0"C.

CLOUDS
The Stirling Range is renowned for

its unusual, and sometimes spectacular,
cloud formations. Clouds are produced

when air becomes saturated and water

condenses. Mountains fcrce the air to

rise and cool, so clouds may form about

the peaks when the condensation point

is reached. Park visitors may notice two

types of unusual cloud formations about
the peak, often when the rest of the slry

is clear. A shallow, lowJevel stratified
cloud that drapes over the higher peak is

a familiar sight. Another type of shallow
cloud layer may leave the higher peaks

exposed-a unique sight in WA.
Like the remainder of the south
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coast region, the onshore winds provide

the moisture needed for lowlevel cloud
formation. The topography of the range
helps to l ift this moist air to the
condensation level. Air originating
from the north or north-east is usually
quite dry, so any cloud that forms

usually has a high base. The lowlevel

clouds form on the windward side of the
peak, where the maximum rate of

condensation occurs with the strong
updrafts above the steep terrain. Low-

level clouds also form beneath rain
clouds, when rain or water on the
ground evaporates. This is common in

winter with cold fronts or rain-bearing
depressions.

A survey, conducted several Years
ago by former Stirling Range National
Park Ranger Allan Rose, of low-level

cloud on five of the eastern Peaks
revealed that they occurred on some of

the peaks on about two days out ofevery
three. Cloud cover is heaviest on winter
mornings, when temPeratures are
lowest, but may occur at any time of
year. Low cloud in winter corresponds
to the high level of atmosPheric

I Ler?.' Seasonal winter creek below Bluff
I Knoll.
I Photo - Alex Bond

moisture and rain. The frequent low

clouds in summer occur despite the low
rainfall, as a shallow moist layer of atr
generally f lows in from the south.
Clouds usually dissipate during the
morning, as they are heated by the sun,
but gradually reappear to\^,ards sunset,

as temperatures rapidly fall.

SNOWAND HAIL
The Stirling Range is one of few

places in WA where sno\,\i occasionally
falls. Snow probably falls on the highest
peaks several times each year. On most
occasions, there is only a light dusting
or the snow melts on impact. However,
falls of five centimetres in depth have
been reported on Bluff Knoll. Snow may
occur at any time from late autumn
through to spring. In 1992, during a
period of heavy spring rainfall, people

flocked to the park to see the snow.
Snow occurs when a cold, moist

airf low, following a cold front,

originates from ocean areas well to the

south of the continent. lt is not

uncommon for maximum temperatures
on the highest peaks to be only just

above freezing. These situations result
in strong, icy winds and low cloud
about the peaks. Venturing to any of the
peaks under these conditions can be

extremely hazardous.
Hail is usually associated with cold

outbreaks during the cooler months.
Although hail is often widespread, the
hailstones are not generally as large as

those from the less frequentlY
occurring thunderstorms in the
warmer months.

BUSHFIRES AND WEATHER
Throughout the south-west, bushfi res

are a major concern. They are strongly
influenced by weather conditions, and
are usually associated with hot, dry
northerly winds ahead of a trough,
which brings a cool south-westerly
change. High temperatures, often

exceeding 35'C, with strong and gusty

winds make firefighting difficult and
particularly dangerous. Lightning
strikes, from summer thunderstorms,
mav start these fires, so fire bans are no
guarantee that fires won't occur on
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is one of the most uidespread nknts | 
|in Australia. This small, upiight tree I

is most easily recognised by ils brigl;t'red
fruits, which ore edible ond also contain
a nutritious nut. It belongs to the same
genus as the famous sandaluood, which
uas one of Westem Australiab maior
exports in the late 1800s and earlg 1900s.
Members of this genus are root parasites,
Quandong grows in dmse stands in some
areas within the Woodman Point Regional Park
(see story on page 42).

Couer illustration by Philippa Nikulbtsky
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